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EDITING THE 
EDITOR
A Senior Thesis by Adeline Goodman



The story behind the work…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about experience as a writer when you were young. Beginning of the preface.



Then
In the eighth grade, I 
was given the 
opportunity to write, 
edit, and publish a book 
in my English class. This 
is the project that 
inspired me to pursue 
writing when I got older.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about this assignment, how it worked



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add more details on the editing process itself. What did you learn



The thesis…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about the reasoning behind why I wanted to do this thesis…what I wanted to learn, what I expected. It turned into a rewrite pretty quickly on. It was intended, but it was necessary



“Kicks in the Chin”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read the process of editing with Amy. We had five complete drafts before we landed on a chapter one, and even the week before we left school, Amy tried to edit further. Right before Christmas break, we landed on a fifth and final draft of chapter one, allowing us to continue the writing process further.





What I learned…
◦ Editing is more than the black-and-white. It is everything in between – revision, rewriting, 

honesty and self-criticism – not just the occasional adjustment of a comma. 
◦ Editing and writing as creative work is hard, but a good editor and author should 

continually pursue learning how to produce inspired work, even on a deadline. This 
includes knowing how I work best, where I work best, and what to find inspiration in. I 
am inspired by how my father, David Goodman, does this as a florist.

◦ So much of writing itself comes from the experiences, conversations, relationships, and 
growth a writer is given throughout their lifetime. My writing is inspired by what I’ve lived 
and who I’ve loved. This means I can only get better!



now to revisit jane…
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